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ABSTRACT: The article deals with the problems of knowledge acquisition, structurization and representation in 
the decision support system directed to the dynamlcally changing environment. The approacb or representing 
static and dynamie aspects of the eote'l'rise system and refleding them on the deep knowledge representation 
level, uniting wilh different decision making mechanisms provided by dilferent specialist-experts, is proposed. 
The resnlts or modelling are demonstrated by the examples developed dnring the designing stages of the object 
ecological evaluation system. 

KEYWORDS: decision support system (DSS), dttp knowledge represen..tation, d)namic modelling, te~poral aspects, 
E-oets. 

1./ntroduction 
Our universe of discourse is concemed with decision making which is aimed at the ecological evaluation of 

ohjects (industrial, agricul!ural and the like) that eontaminate territorial watcrs and air. TI,e decision ma king is 
aimed at the permission for further exploitation or building new ohjects, that pollute or can polentially 
contaminate surroundings, and is related with the problcms of estimation of a generał ecological situation in the 
given region, all indices ot pollution provided in the project, risk faeton, related with the preservation of links, 
thai have biologica! signifiumce dependent on time. Dedsion mi.king is perforrncd considering a lot of \'arious 
factors, evaluating the monitoring data, eomparing reports and real situation, etc.. 

The questions of analysis and unitiog of different decisioo making mechaoisms,provided by various speciali.sts, 
int.J the common model of the same DSS have a direct relation with the problerns of choosing and applying the 
me.ans to knowledge acquisition, stmcturization, representation and formalization of reasoning. The orientation 
towards model-based role learning approacbes of knowledge acquisition is caused by the qualitative and decp 
rcpresentaiion of knowledge provided by a sernantic model allows to r.:prcsent the domain spccificity morc 
expressivcly and to choose the main, firstly used principles and rules. ThiJ. deductiv<0 approach bypasses an oruinary 
ami mulriple modelling which is used to ohtain the rules trom the examples. It also enahks us to dcduce the 
mechaoism of opcrativc decision making more cfficicntly. 

The existence of polysemantic knowledgc rcąuires Lhe UM: of sL-veral mcthods for knowlcdgc reprc.scnlation in the 
same system. lt is possihle to detect the Jmowledge forrned hy the oontcxtual domain investigation modc,.. This is 
the kvcl of conceptual representation of entities, pr=, situations by eoncepts (basie elcmenis) of tł.e uomain. 
The problem ofspecificatioo of stalica! and dynamical aspccLs has arisen and it has J:,ccn discusscd hy many au1hors 
during the recent decade. The actual contribution to modeUing of stalica! and dynamical a:.pects of inforrnation and 
10 prop:>!.iog conccrtual schemes was made by Brodie and Silva. (1982), Casanol'a •:t al.(1983), Rolland (198ł), 
Bussolati et al.(1983). Modelling is coosidered to be a complcx and important proce,s _.,pccially in the first 
phases of the system development if we orient towarcls modclliog support 100h as it is prcscntcd by Wijcrs et al. 
(1991). Information modelling is that pan of the requirements engineering which has to deal with interaction. 
incompleteness and heuristic, etc. 

Another level is the represent~tion of expert empirical 1..-nowiedge provided by the practical expcricnce and the 
ac,iorc, of leading specialists of the domain. At the stage of creating a mocie! of decision ma king proccsscs thcrc arisc 
the qucsLions of rule control and connection of the outpul mechani.,m with tempora! allrilmtes. The probiem of 
role specification lies in the fact that the behavior models of the person making a decision are not complcte, the 
context role; are sr,ecific, somctimcs contradictory. The rulc conrrol is simplified when the knowledgc units in 
separate rules are arrangoo into the larger and more gcncraJi7(xl ,,ncs. lf tht: manipulation with larger spaces of 
search and application of severa! lines of reasoning are takcn in to accowll, the n U:c number of causa! rules using 
the abstract spaces of sean·h in rcspcct of generał knowledge inL'TC.a.SC$. The represcntation of rulcs and thcir 
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dynamie .:ontrol is based on the cxtension of Pctń ncts, caUed evaluation ncts (E-nets) desatbed by Noe and Null 
( 1973). The E-net notation is extended by some tempora! parameters by Dzemydiene (1986, 1988), Dzemydiene and 
Bastas ( 1990) is used to represent the dynamics with respect to explicit temporal aspects of the enterprise system at 
difTcrcnt lcvels of rcpresentation. The tempora! knowledge representation aspects arc of primary interes! in the 
DSS wntcxt when the problems of retrospective analysis and prognosis are ronsidered. A variety of temporal 
representation approaches for specifying events in the DSS rontcxt are proposed such as historical models by 
Clifford and 'Mlrrcn (1983), Ariav (1986); date line models. by Kahn and Gony (1977), Gustafsson et al. (1988), 
Gadi~ et al. (1988); the models represented as before/after chains by Kahn and Gony (1977), Hennessy et al. 
(1985); intcrval based models by Allen (1983), De et al. (1987). It is not easy to efficiently represent the temporal 
knowledge by using a single representation scheme but we sought to suggest the notation allowing to represent 
dilfcrcnt aspccts of tempora! knowledgc by using rommon formatisation means. 

2. Extension of the E-net notation to represent the dynamics with explicit tempora/ sspects. 

An E-net as represcnted by Noe and Nut (1973) is a ronnected set of locations over the set of allowable transition 
schem'!z and the net is denoted as the following tour-tupie E=(L,P,R,A). We consider the net as the relation of 
~QJ), wberc Lis a fin i te, nonempty set of locations {bj}; P is the set of peńpberal locations {p'j ,p";}, where 
{p";} arc input peńpberal locations and {p• J} are output peńpberal locations; R is the set of reso1ution locations 
{r';,r"i}; A is the finite, nonempty set of transition declarations {ad; Mo is the initial marking of the net;tis the 
set of token parameters; Q is the set of transition procedures {q'i },Y is the set of procedures of resolution 
locations łt(r'i).ł(r''i )}. An E-net transition was denoted by Noe and Null ( 1973) as a;=(s,t(ai),q1), wbere s is a 
transition scbema, t(ai) is transition time and qi is a transition proceduro. 1b represent tempora! aspects, a 
transition descńption is extended as follows: 

ai =(I.:,I.:',r'i.r"i ,t'r ,t(ai),t'r J(t i ,qi, {ł'j },{i"; },t,(r'i, r"i), st i}, 
w herc i is an index of transition, I.: is the set of input locations {b'j r of the transition, w~re j= f,rt , n is the 

number of input locations, I.:' is the set of output locations {b"j} of the transition, where j=l,rn, mis the number 
of output locations; I.:,I.:'• L; r'i is the location of romplex ronditlons for input of the transition (i.e. resolution 
location); r"i is the resolution location for output of the transition; t'p (i) is the planned moment of transition fińng, 
t"p (i),P, wbere P=T U {t•}, T is an absolute time scale, 11•} are time moments determined approximately (i.e. 
001 fixed beforehand); t'r (i) is the factual moment of transition firing; t(ai) is the duration of the transition work; 
li is periodical transition time; q;tQ is a procedure , which realizes a refiection of M xe_, X I.: X I.:' X T" X R tot" 
acoording to 1he rules of transition work and determines the tokens mcM fiow with parameters {f' } Crom input 
loca1ions {b';} 10 output locations, taking into account the functions of resolution procedurest(r'i), ,j,(r"i) at the 
actual time moment t'r. t'r at the current time moment is equated to real time moment from the absolute time 
scale tceT. Sli is the specification of temporal re~onships of the transition with other marked time moments. 

A generał view of the transition schema is shown in picture 2.1. 

>----=-~---< .... 

Pic.2. I. A generał view of the extended E-net transition schema. 
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3. The knowledge acquisition and structurization for the representa.tion in the DSS. 

Turec levels of representation: deep knowledge, anaJyzed enterprise system behavior and decision making 
processes are distinguished in this system. The system is devoted to the specialists of eoology to evaluate the activities 
of objects related with pollution. 

A semantic submodel of static components is constructed by using three types of abstractions between the chosen 
entities (aggregation, generalization and transformation) described by Kangassalo (1983,1984). This is the scheme 
of .workspace" of the working memory. The necessary information involved in the submodel for the soiling level 
evaluation is the following: the usage of materials and natura! resources in the process of production of the 
object, throwing out of harmful materials into the air, throwing out of harmful materials into the territorial waters, 
utilization of was te materials from the production process and from the purification equipmenL This information is 
related with the territorial dependence thai embraces the knowledge related with the object location, the 
territory preservation criterion (which evaluates the territory as a reserve, the rone of rest, a settlement, etc.), the 
data of cadastre of the natura! resources used, the data on the soiliog background. The tempora! attributes 
(planned and real data) are introduced for every component related with the objects. 

The information units, the analysis of which as well as the results of the analysis have the main significance in 
choosing the decision, are rellected there, e.g., the information on the use of chemical materials or a totality of tasks 
to ensure the production . One of the questions arising in the design is semantical evaluation of the information 
sufficient to ground different conclusions. Another question is the selection of the forms of information 
representation and of the order of conclusions for different groups of specialists. 

At the stage of deep knowledge representation we construct a dynamical submodel of the behavior not for the 
entire enterprise system but only for the chosen information units which are semantically sufficient for the analysis. 

Harmful materials, their usage and distribution during the production process are chosen information units the 
dynamics of which must be analyzed for basie conclusions on the degree of the object contamination. The dynamie 
submodel is designed by using E-nets at various levels of representation. The E-net of the distribution of harmful 
materials in the object is shown in pic. 3.1. · .. ., 

Pic. 3.1. The E-net of the distribution of harmful materials in the object. 
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Tbe scmanlics of the locations: 

p1-,p,. -raw materialsislllff from the suppliers; 

b1 • .. ,bu - raw materials/Stuff; 

b:z.-.bl+• - raw mat~tuff staying; 

bJ,...,b:l+a. b5--b5+a. b6---b6+n. ln- .ln+o . defective materials; 
4 - ,b4+o - defective materials directly getting inio production; 

)>2.-- ,P2+D • barmful ntaterials; 
PJ,-- ,P3+o - defective materials retumed to supplier.;; 

!)4.--~J)4+o • reused wastcs; 
1>5>-•• ,pHo • finisbed/Semifinisbed produas; 
b4,...,b4+0 - raw materials directly getting into production; 

ln.~ ln+o • defcctive materials directly getling into production; 

bs.-~bs+o - raw matcrials/Stuff staying in the storebouses/open; 

b9,. .. ,b9+o • raw materials/Stuff from storehouses getting into production; 

b10.--,b10+0 - prooessing defective materials getting into production; 

b11, .. ~b11 +o - finisbed/Semifinished products; 

b12,-,b12+a , P6,-J)6+n - barmful materials in the air; 

b13,--,b1J+n, P7~P7+• - hannful materials in the water; 

bJ4,.-,bJ4+n, ps,. .. ,ps+n • wastcs; 

The semantic desaiption of the transitions is the following: 

3J recciving and registering in the supply department of the object; 

32 disuibution of raw materials; 

33 distribution of defective materials; 

84 staying of raw materials in the storehouses/open; 

as evaporation/Spilling/washing 3way; 

34 processing of defective materials; 

37 the production-tecbnological processes; 

as !he raw material.s usage for products; 
a9 lhrowing OUI of barmful material.s into !he.air; 

aw lhrowing out of barmful material.s into !he water; 

311 forming wastes; 
Anotber level of detailing is the deoomposition of !he transitions a9,a1o.a11 . The deoomposition of transition 

au (the processes of distribution of harmful materials into !he water) is sbown in pic. 3.2. 

The sem3ntics of the locations: 

ps. ... ,ps+n - waste materials from the prirnary sewage purification plant; 

P9 • .. ,P9+0 - waste materials from the common sewage purification plant; 
p10, ... p1o+n - materials getting into open reservoir.;, wbich are not detained in urban sewerage system; 

p11 ... p11 +• - materials getting into open reservoirs, if there is no the rain water assembling system; 

p12, ... p12+n - utilli.ed wastes; 

pn, ... pn+n - materials geuing into open reservoirs, which are not detained in the sewerage system of the object; 

pu •.. p1Hn - matcrials getting into external reservoir.; from the leakage pipes of the object: 

bn • .. bn+n - rain water assembling . 

The semantic description of the transitions is the following: 

a10 getting of the harmful materials with sewage into the sewerage system; 

a12 the urban sewerage system; 
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a13 washing out by rain water; 
a14 the leakage pipes of sewage; 

815 8 common sewage purification equipment of the urban sewerage system; 

816 detaining/settling in the primary sewage purification equipment; 
a11 a primary sewage purification equipment; 

a1s, 819 utiliz.ation ofwastes; 

Pic. 3.2. The processes of distribution of barmful materials with sewage. 

4. Representation of decision making processes using extended E-nets. 

The purpose of this section is to show the possibility of applying the E-net formalism in creation and dynamical 
control of the rules. 

The rules will be interpreted there by the set of transitions A=(a1,a2,. .. ,an) of E-net. The locations 
L=(b1,b2,. .. ,bm) will correspond to the conditions (fu.CIS), so that the condition of applicability of each rule from A 
consists of simultaneous accomplishment a cenain totality (bil , ... ,bis) of conditions. Each condition from the given 
totality may be a compound vector bik i.e., may consist of the set of elementary conditions: 

bik =(bik (ś1);bik (~2), ... ,hik (!;,)). 
The rules described by the formalism take the form of production a;: IF <situation> THEN<action of 

production> OR<situation>, where the situation is determined byvarious combinations ofaocomplishment facts 
of elementary conditions. The fact of condition M(b'ik (f))=l means thai the token is in the location b'ik, 
Inference of the state M(bik )=1 is the evidence of the statement: B=M(bik (l;j!))/\M(bik (l;p))A ... AM(hik 

(ejn))=l. The transition having a resolution location r'; allows to describe the situation in the follo\\·ing way: 
M(b'i!)V. .. VM(b';, ) or to applyvarious combinations of conjunc tions and disjunctions between M(b'ik). The action 
of production may be determincd elthcr by the combination of the facts of conuition aocomplishment, having some 
significance for a cenain production or the finał inferenee. The net allows to represent various procedures of 
forming up the rule sequences, tbat may include consecutive, recurrent, parallel or mixed inferenccs. Each rule in 
an inference sequenee establishes a new fact. The established collection of facts at a cenain moment of inference 
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may be considcrcd as the s1atc of DSS and the productions may be considered as the operators changing this state. 
The s1ate undcr considcration may be dcfincd by the vector: 

M; =( Mi (bj),Mi (bj+1), .. ,Mi (bj+N)) ---(4.1), 
whcrc N is the number of positions belonging to a certa.in fragment of the neL Eacb of Mi (bj+s) may be equal to 

1, if the fact is detcrmincd at a given time moment li (i.e. the token is placed in the position bj+s), or equal to O, 
otherwisc (l.c. there is no token in the position bj+s). 

The wbole infercnce process may be desaibcd as the evolution of the dynamie system: 

M.+1 • &tt Mi --------(4-2), - .. where Mi is the slatc before the moment li, 3ti is the production applied at the moment li, Mi+ 1 is the state 
after the production application. Assume tbat the system may remain constant in a certa.in time interval with regard 
to the facts being inferrcd. Tous, it is possible to mark all states i\li-1 < Mi wbich were inferred before the moment 
[j. Thesc states may be namcd as logical coascquences of the state M;. 

The system (4.2) is controlled regarding the time because the production may be cbosen from. the set A at an 
appropriatc time momenL The terminal or objective set of states will be interpreted by the set of output (terminal 
or peripheral) locations {p";} P. From the point of view of dynamie description ( 4.2), the·purpose of inference will be 
acbicved if M(p"n=l. 

The possibility of dividing resolution locations into input and output of the transition allowed to unite the 
situation of ehoosing the locations for input as well as for output of the same transition. The procedures of 
resolution locarion {v(r';)} for the input of transitions allows to specify the transition firing dependence on the 
combination of factors of previous transitions accomplishment, the combination of con~ete parameters of tokens 
meaning, as well as the combination of the meanings of external conditions. The procedures of resolution location 
{ if' (r"i)} for the output of transition allows to specify the combination of a choice of transition completion of tokens 
transfering ioto output locations, the combination of choice and/or deterrnination of the dependence of output 
attributes {~'} on input attributes and/or the meaoings external tokens { p'i(~'i)} P parameters. 

The tempora! parameter t'p (i)<cr• allows to control the net not only automatically but a1so according to the 
planned terms. The tempora! parameter t'r (i)orr allows to fix the factual moments of transition firing wbich arc 
directly related with the evaluation of the events descnl>ed by the given net fragment with respect to time. The 
abstract conception of specification of tempora! relationsbips·allows concretly evaluate of the event descn"bed by the 
given transition regarding other marked time moments. It will allow to formalize the aspects of a decision making 
mechanism when it is necess.uy IO determine the situations on accomplishment of events (tasks, operations, etc.). 

5. Conclusions. 

The possibility of the E-nets to represent consecutive, recurrent, parallel processes and IO model them in time 
allows to formalize all possible decisions wbich arc determincd byconcrete .conditions at the real time point. cifie 
Fi.nher actions, operations, etc., arc specified when a conaete decision is made. By extending the set of macro 
transitions, introducing difTerent levels of detailing and by using complex procedures of resolution locations it is 
possible to forrnalize complex domain behavior processes as well as the representation of these processes in the 
information system and knowledge base without malting the scheme cumbersome. Some tempora! parameters 
introduced in E-net notation allow to control the net not only aulOmaticaUy but a1so according w the planned terms 
and 10 lix the actual moments of transition firing. 

The organizational principles of knowledge arc supponed in the semantie submodel of stalica! aspects. 
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